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Class Notes 
April 10, 2012 

 
1.0 Syntactic Universals 
 
• In each of the areas of linguistics that we’ve covered, we noted universal tendencies of 

languages. 
o Maximum Onset Principle 
o Place and Manner of Articulation Assimilation 

 
• Finding these universals increase our understanding about how languages are fundamentally 

similar because they reflect the mental organ of language…universal grammar. 
 
• What about syntax? 
 

o All languages have a syntax. This is one very, very basic way in which our study 
of syntax can inform  

 
• All languages have a syntax: this is one (very, very basic) way in which our study of syntax can 

be related to our larger goal: understanding more about how languages are fundamentally 
similar because they reflect the mental organ of language…universal grammar. 
 
• There are more specific syntactic universals (or, near universals) that we can turn up.  
 

o Why do I say near universals? There are exceptions. But maybe these apparent 
exceptions are only the result of our not having studied languages well enough… 

 
1.1 Subject always precedes object  
 
• English can be described as having SVO word order (basic word order). 

 
o When both a subject (usually, the thing doing the action) and an object (the thing 

being acted upon) are present, the order is SVO. 
 
(1) John broke the glass. 
 
• What is the word order in Turkish? SOV 

 
(2) Hasan  œkyzy al-dɨ       Turkish 
 Hasan  ox        bought 
 ‘Hasan bought the ox.’ 
 
• What is the word order in Welsh? VSO 
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(3) Lladdodd  y     ddraig  y    dyn     Welsh 
 killed        the  dragon  the man 
 ‘The dragon killed the man.’ 

 
• Universal? In a sentence with both an object and a subject, the subject always precedes the 

object. 
o “The prevalence of the S-O pattern may be due to the fact that the subject usually 

coincides with the topic of the sentence (i.e., what the sentence is about),” which 
is the sort of thing you want to put first in the sentence: put the most important 
thing first. 

 

 
 
 

1.2 Word Order Implicational Universals 
 
• If a language has one particular PS rule, then it is very likely to have another PS rule.  
 
• We have the following rules for English: 
 

Our PS (Phrase Structure) Rules So Far… 
PS Rules for NPs   PS Rule for Sentences 
NP  (D) (A) N (PP)   S  NP VP 
                            
PS Rules for VPs                               PS Rules for PPs 
VP  VP PP                                       PP  P (NP) 
VP  V (NP) 
 
PS Rule for Conjunction 
XP  XP and XP 

 

Greenberg’s Universal #1 
"In declarative sentences with nominal subject and object, 

the dominant order is almost always one in which the 
subject precedes the object.” 
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• Let’s concentrate on the VP and PP rules.  
 

o Where does the head of the phrase go in each of these phrases? 
 

 VP and PP are both head initial 
  
 

- Fieldwork exercise: 
 

- For each of the following languages, tell me what the PP and VP rules look like.  
 

Spanish 
 

(1) a. La  estudiante camina  a   la   biblioteca.   
     the  student     walks    to  the library 
     ‘The student is walking to the library.’ 
 
 b. La    estudiante compró  un regalo. 
     The  student     bought    a  present. 
      ‘The student bought a present.’ 
  
 c. La   estudiante compró el    regalo    en una tienda  antes de clase. 
     The student      bought  the  present  in  a     store    before    class 
     ‘The student bought the present in a store before class.’ 
 

d. La estudiante  da      el   regalo al (a+el)   novio. 
     The student    gives  the gift     to.the        boyfriend 
     ‘The student is giving the gift to her boyfriend.’ 
 
 e. La    estudiante ponía el regalo dentro de  la   caja 
     The  student     put     the gift    inside.of   the box 
      ‘The student put the gift inside of the box.’ 
 

Bole 
 
(2) a. N d’owu  ga bono 
     I   stayed  at  home 
     ‘I stayed at home.’ 
 
 b. N d’oppu n   bono 
     I   passed via home 
     ‘I went by way of home.’ 
 
 c. Ishi  ga    goro  a  ga boni 
     He    holds  kola  in  his mouth  
      ‘He has kola in his mouth.’ 
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 d. Zubbi     bo      deme  ye        ko garaŋ ga      bono 
     You       dump  the      trash   ?    far.from.at  the.house 
     ‘Dump the trash far from the house.’ 
 

Polish 
  

(3) a. Ja włożyłem   książkę    na  stole. 
                I   put              the.book  on  table 
     ‘I put the book on the table.’ 
 
 b. Ja dałem dar   do dziewczyny 
     I   gave    gift  to  girl 
     ‘I gave the gift to the girl.’ 
 
 c. Ja dałem  dar  do dziewczyny przed   szkołą 
     I   gave    gift  to  girl              before  school 
     ‘I gave the gift to the girl before school.’ 
 

Turkish 
 

(4) a. Ögretmen  ögrenci-ye  kitabı   verdi 
     teacher       student-to   book    gave 
      ‘The tracher gave the book to the student.’ 
 
 b. Hasan   kitabın-içine   bak-tı 
     Hasan   book-inside    looked. 
     ‘Hasan looked inside the book.’ 
 
 c. Müdür      Hasan-a      mektubu  gösterdi 
     director     Hasan-to   letter        showed 
    ‘The director showed the letter to Hasan.’ 
  

Japanese 
 

(5) a. Johnga  Mary-ni  hon-o  ageta 
     John      Mary-to  book   gave 
    ‘John gave Mary a book.’ 
 
 b. Taroga  Hanako-ni  ronbuno  watasita 
     Taro      Hanako-to   article    handed 
     ‘Taro handed Hanako an article.’ 
 
 c. Maryga  tomodati-ni  futa-ri   tanzyoobi-ni  MDo   watasita 
     Mary      friend-to                    birthday-at     MD     handed.’ 
    ‘Mary handed two friends a MD at his/her birthday.’ 
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Basque 

 
(6) a. Jonek  ardoa ekarri du. 
    Jon    wine   bring 
    ‘Jon brought (the) wine.’ 
 
 b. Jonek Miren-i      ardoa  ekarri  dio 
     Jon     Miren-for   wine  bring 
     ‘Jon brought the wine for Miren.’ 
 
 c. Jonek Norar-i liburua  igorri  dio. 
     Jon    Nora-to  book     send       
     ‘Jon sent Nora the book.’ 
 
 d.          Gutuna  Paris-era   igorri  dut 
      (I)    letter      Paris-to    send 
     ‘I sent the letter to Paris.’ 
 
 

Descriptive Generalization 
 

If a language has the rule PP  NP P, then it will have the rules VP  NP V and VP  PP VP 
     Languages like this: Japanese, Turkish, Basque 
 
If a language has the rule PP  P NP, then it have the rules VP  V NP and VP  VP PP. 
     Languages like this: English, Polish, Bole, Spanish 
 

Even More General: 
 

If a language puts the head <last, first> in a VP, it will put the head <last, first> in a PP. 
 
 

 
 
 


